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PORTS & SHIPPING

for KSS’s development in the marine engine 
field, and this also includes the dealership for 
German-built MAK engines, a brand owned 
by Caterpillar. 

This is about more than simply supply-
ing parts, as the agreement with Caterpil-
lar and MAK also brings with it access to 
training facilities and programs that those 
manufacturers have at their disposal, and 
KSS engineers have to be trained to their 
standards.

“We have engines in our workshops at 
the moment that are being stripped down for 
full overhauls and we are among the lead-
ing companies in the Faroes for this kind of 
work,” Mr. Rasmussen said. “It’s very much 
about delivering on time, gaining customers’ 
trust by completing work as agreed and get-
ting on with the job in hand without having 
to talk too much about it.”

The company’s reputation has been built 
up over some years, not least for the quality 

of its work with engines and its steelwork. 
Meanwhile electronics are becoming a grow-
ing focus as KSS’s IT collaborates increas-
ingly with Spanish winch manufacturer 
Ibercisa. 

KSS delivered the full suite of Ibercisa 
electric winches to the impressive new Dan-
ish pelagic vessel Ruth.

“The equipment has worked perfectly for 
Ruth, and they have just made a 3500-tonne 
landing,” Mr. Rasmussen remarked.

Ibercisa is one of the best-known names 
in the deck machinery business and its latest 
generation of variable-frequency controlled 
winches have shown how efficient they are in 
terms of low energy consumption. Feedback 
from customers who have opted for these 
winch systems has been overwhelmingly 
positive as KSS’s role in supplying these to 
customers in Greenland, the UK, Ireland, 
Denmark and Sweden—as well as in the 
Faroes—continues to grow.

KLAKSVÍK SHIP repair yard KSS is 
growing rapidly. Its new 1500-tonne 

capacity slipway has recently opened for 
business and this step forward means that 
the yard can accommodate the whole of the 
domestically active fishing fleet in the Faroe 
Islands, excluding the largest pelagic and fac-
tory vessels that fish distant waters.

There’s a great deal that can be done 
without the need to take a boat out of the 
water. Still, as CEO Frimodt Rasmussen 
pointed out, there is always going to be 
a need at intervals to haul these boats up 
the slipway to carry out routine repairs and 
maintenance. 

The Klaksvík slipway and the origins of 
the company today also known as KSS go 
all the way back to the 1920s as it provided 
essential services to vessel owners across 
the Faroes. The business was hit by hard 
times during the financial difficulties of the 
early 1990s and the company’s ownership 
changed hands more than once. In 2011, Mr. 
Rasmussen, with a background as technical 
supervisor at a Faroese shipping company, 
was part of a group able to make a successful 
bid for it. The rest is history and the yard’s 
activities have grown steadily since then.

“There is a fleet of around a hundred 
vessels of 50 tonnes and over in the Faroe 
Islands,” he said. “These are mainly fishing 
vessels but also ferries, freight carriers of sev-
eral kinds and a variety of support vessels 
and workboats. We can do all the repairs 
and maintenance that they require and we 
have a track record of delivering full pack-
age solutions.”

“Aside from the new slipway, we have an 
excellent amount of quayside space here,” Mr. 
Rasmussen noted, adding that the company 
has expanded from only sixteen staff five 
years ago to a workforce of sixty today as 
the business of ship repair becomes steadily 
more and more about sophisticated on-board 
systems.

KSS has a strong reputation for its en-
gine work that makes it a leader in its field, 
and the yard has attracted people with out-
standing technical skills, providing it with 
a platform to increasingly supply complete 
solutions as it becomes a one-stop shop.

RUTH SUCCESS STORY

With technicians and specialists available day 
and night, year-round, KSS is able to take 
pride in its primary business of providing a 
range of services whenever needed, whether 
related to installation of new systems or other 
repair and maintenance work. But alongside 
these core services, the company has also 
grown into increasingly specialized fields, 
not least in high-level engine and deck ma-
chinery work.

Obtaining the Caterpillar Marine 
dealership for the Faroes, with the license 
to supply original Caterpillar parts and to 
service Caterpillar engines, was a milestone 
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KSS is a well established repair 
yard offering comprehensive 
solutions for maintenance and 
conversion projects on marine 
vessels. 

Our slipway can lift vessels up to 
1,500 tonnes dead weight and 
up to 65 meter LOA. 

140 m dock side allows for 
maintenance and repair work to 
be performed on large vessels. 
Spacious machine shop has 
state-of-the art tools and 
equipment.

Our team of experts travel 
around the Faroes and abroad 
to do maintenance work.

Rentals: boats, lifts and other 
specialized equipment

Sales and Service partner for 
IBERCISA in the Faroe Islands, 
Denmark, Greenland, Sweden, 
United Kingdom and Ireland

Agents for e.g.: 
Ibercisa Winches 
Caterpillar / MaK Marine Engines 
HS Marine Cranes  
International Paints  
Baldwin Filters  
Stenhøj/Espholin Compressors  
Vickers Hydraulic 
Wencon 
Evac

IF A SHIP     NEEDS IT, 
KSS CAN     DO IT

The newfound success of Klaksvík’s repair yard is 
getting noticed as KSS continues to deliver at the 
highest standards of quality, including advanced 

variable-frequency controlled winch systems for top-
notch fishing vessels in the Faroe Islands and elsewhere.

Technician torch cutting 
a piece of metal in the 
KSS workshop.

CEO Frimodt Rasmussen, 
with construction work 
on the new KSS slipway 
well underway as of mid 
March 2016.

The Ruth, Denmark’s 
new flagship pelagic 
vessel, with Ibercisa 
electric winches 
delivered by KSS.
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